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It has been a busy and challenging year for both teams.  While the men achieved their goal in 
London, the women fell short.  I have not spoken to many of the ladies, but can tell they are very 
disappointed in their result. 
 
The office and board have done an outstanding job in dealing with the incidences that have 
occurred with a few of the athletes over the past year.  WBC has identified gaps in the policies 
and found solutions to the problems.  I feel that the issues we faced as an organization were 
handled with fairness and diplomacy. 
 
Clothing continues to be the top priority for the athletes as they have never travelled and 
competed as much as they have in the past several years.  That puts much more wear and tear 
on their uniforms.  The office has done a great job in solving individual and team problems as 
they have come up. 
 
Some of the athletes feel it is their right to know how much money is spent on each individual 
pieces of clothing.  I have spent an enormous amount of time dealing with this issue.  After 
spending time speaking with Wendy and Paul, I am confident in their ability to manage the budget 
as it related to clothing and uniforms.  I am not interested in wasting the office’s time in providing 
details pertaining to costs of each item as this is not something the athletes should be concerned 
with.  The important concerns ie clothing fitment, condition, quantity, quality, etc. are genuine 
concerns that I am willing and able to handle. 
 
 
Women’s Team 
 
I did not receive any feedback from the women’s representatives for this report.  I hope that 
means “no new is good news”.   
 
 
Men’s Team 
 
Here is a summary from the men’s team rep: 
 
“On the men's side I think it was a very fun and successful summer. The highlight of it were the 
Montreal players camp that 9 of 12 players attended for a week. Brock University was a great 
three weeks as well with the first week being players camp again, second week USA coming up 
for three games as well as the D-cards being there and then the third week of camp with the 
coaches. 
 
In end with the camp after nationals in May, trip to GB/France, Montreal and then Brock we had a 
very good combination of games and time on the court together with and without the coaches to 
bring the team together as a cohesive unit.  
 
A lot fell on (a few individuals) to organize things for the week in Montreal, rides to and from 
Brock for guys and other things but it all went well and is a model of what we would like to try and 
repeat for the world championship in 2014 and then again for Rio in 2016. We have also made 
the players camp an annual thing and think that it is very important and would like to keep it going 



with the continued support of WBC. Expanding it so that we could get some more funds to enable 
us to bring in more players (D-cards) would be the next step.” 
 
“Not sure if this is the time to bring this up but having selection camp starting January 3 (travel to 
vegas on the 2nd) is not ideal and is something we would like to change if possible. I know its a 
money issue, but if the coaches want the the players to be playing at an elite level being able to 
best show their skills, this is not the time for the camp. All the players will be practicing on there 
own for about three weeks leading into this camp as college and club teams shut down for the 
holidays. Also, it is hard to get gym time and maintain a consistent training schedule with travel 
holidays and family functions going on.” 
 
I agree with this opinion in that attending selection camp immediately after the Christmas break is 
not ideal.  I understand that it is meant to accommodate athletes playing in Europe and in the 
collegiate programs.  Perhaps for future years we can find a solution that meets everyone’s 
needs. 
 
I have been asked to stay on for the next 2 years.  I am honoured to be asked back and look 
forward to working with the board, staff and athletes. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ross Norton 
Athletes Rep 


